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Our vision is ‘ a godly transformed society ’

Watch it on

ACTION AGAINST ALCOHOL

Our mission is ‘ to save lives,
promote self-reliance and
dignity through human transformation, going
beyond relief and
development ’

ABEL MURUNGU - LEAD COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OFFICER - UGANDA
Some years ago, Pader district in northern
Uganda had a widespread alcohol abuse.
It resulted in much domestic violence and
many children dropped out of school. Abel
Murungu is Community Development Officer
at IAS and is one of those who worked hard
to break the negative trend that´s been holding Pader in captive for so long.

IAS organize campaigns to increase awareness In addition to awareness campaigns, IAS has
Through the AAA project, IAS has carried out also engaged local politicians to raise the disseveral campaigns to highlight the bad conse- cussion about alcohol and how they can influence their village to help people stop drinking.
quences of alcohol.

- One alcohol-related problem here is children dropping out of school. When the parents
consume alcohol, they don´t engage in their
children’s education which results in children
-To start up a work in a society where alcohol staying at home, says Abel.Alcohol also has a
was equivalent with food was tough. It was direct link to the spread of HIV / AIDS, says Juunderstandable that many saw this project as liet Namukasa, Country Director IAS Uganda.
a mission impossible, says Abel. Abel shows - Alcohol is associated with an increased numaround in the village Puranga, outside the town ber of sexual contacts, and a greater risk-takof Pader, one of the areas that is severely af- ing. This contributes to the spread of HIV/AIDS
fected by alcohol abuse. Much of the alcohol and unwanted pregnancies, especially among
produced here is consumed in the districts of the youth, says Juliet.
Pader and Agago, some of the places where
IAS has worked with sustainable rural projects Alcohol also increases the risk of domestic vifor several years. A quality survey showed that olence. Juliet refers to a study[1] showing that
the effect of these projects was hampered be- alcohol is behind as much as 40% of all viocause of alcoholism. Due to this need Action lence that takes place at home.
Against Alcohol (AAA) was started.
- Alcoholism leads to both physical and psyAbel points to a couple of bowls with molas- chological violence. Children who grow up in
ses, sorghum, maize, and cassava, some of homes where there is alcoholism have lower
the most common products used for brewing grades, higher risk of developing depression
and carries a constant feeling of being socially
alcohol.
isolated, says Juliet.

Foodstuff used for brewing beer

-Much of the alcohol is brewed locally and sold on
the local market. It is not uncommon that people
start to consume alcohol as early as 07 am, says
Abel.
Because it is mostly men who spend their days
drinking, the heavy agricultural work falls upon
women and children. Even the elderly are affected since they have to take responsibility for children who have been abandoned by their parents.

IAS has helped over 20 000 people
The AAA project started in 2012 and has been
conducted in the districts of Pader, Abim and Agago. From the beginning the number of targeted
households were 450 but today as AAA has been
integrated in other IAS projects, the number of
people that´s been helped has increased significantly.
- All in all, we are talking about 20 000 people,
says Juliet.

-We collaborate with both local politicians and
the police. By talking about the negative effects of alcohol and at the same time highlight
stories from people who have been helped,
progress is being made, slowly but surely.
There is a lot of work, but when I see all the
families that have been rescued and see how
individuals have been helped, I am so happy
and I think it is worth everything. I am convinced that when we change the attitudes towards alcohol, tomorrow’s generation will also
be rescued from alcohol abuse, says Abel.
See the film on YouTube, click the link below
or, at YouTube, search:
“Action Against Alcohol UGANDA”
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Together we can make a diff

JULIET NAMUKASA - Country Director UGANDA
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Dear friends!
Christmas is here

The year is over and new challenges
waits around the corner. I hope you
will find time to relax with family and
friends. IAS has for the past year been
marked by a lot activity but also by a
time of change.

Désirèe Lyckelind
Leif Zetterlund

Per Lindahl

Håkan Björk

Beatrice Langa

Rebecka Woods

In January 2015 I took on the role as new
CEO for IAS and at the same time one of
our founders and CEO, Leif Zetterlund,
handed over the formal responsibility
for the management of the organization.
Per Lindahl, another of our founders and
Head of Finance, has retired and handed over the financial responsibility to my
colleague, Daniel Park. However, it feels
good that both of them remains in the organization - Leif in a continued operational
role and Per in a more advisory function.
IAS consists of four organizations - Sweden, Denmark, Germany and the US and has a turnover of approximately SEK
85 million per year. Sweden is acting head
of these countries and have the main responsibility for our ten program countries
with 350 employees. Today we are ten
people in our staff and four international
interns at the Head Office in Stockholm.
Our Internship Program is a very successful cooperation with Stockholm University,
where students have the opportunity to do
an internship at IAS. It is both exciting and
motivating that more and more people

A new vision has been developed - Fit for
Purpose - a vision for sustained growth - a
vision that is now processed into a global organization’s strategy for the years
2016-2020. In brief, the strategy shows
that we intend to grow further and continue to break new ground in remote areas,
areas of conflicts and among unreached
people groups. In 2016 we will continue
to expand our work in West Africa, North
Africa and the Middle East. Water and education for children with special needs will
continue to be our key areas. But we are
also prepared to be flexible to best meet
the needs in the areas we go into.
We live in a changing world with enormous
challenges. We know that without God’s
guidance we are helpless. 2015 has been
a year focused on prayer, and we intend
to continue in the same spirit during 2016.
I look forward with great anticipation to
next year and to what God intend to do
through IAS.
Wishing you a peaceful Christmas and a
Happy New Year. Thank you for standing
with us!
/Daniel Zetterlund, CEO - IAS

Andreas Zetterlund

Daniel Zetterlund Rune Cederholm
FÖRETAGSSAMARBETEN
Fler företag ansluter sig för att samarbeta
med IAS. Vill du och ditt företag samarbeta
med oss, hör av er så berättar vi mer om
hur ni kan vara med och göra skillnad!

International Aid Services (IAS)
besöksadress: Siktgatan 10
postadress: Box 157
162 12 Vällingby
STOCKHOLM

wants to invest their time and commitment
with us.

08-89 17 31
info@ias-intl.org
www.ias-intl.org

Julius Bitamazire

Daniel Park
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